The governance of Australia's forests has been highly contentious for 40 years, with many environmental conflicts between wood production and conservation that became known as 'forest wars'. Although much has been written during and about them, relatively little has been written about why they continue and why apparent resolutions do not hold in Australia while they do in some other countries. This paper introduces a brief history of the Australian forests from European settlement to the onset of environmental conflicts in the 1970s, and a brief history of the conflicts over pine plantations, the export of woodchips, rainforests and wilderness. Ten historically contingent and interacting factors that underpin forest wars are discussed: forestry, ecology, time, landscape and the rural divide, class, tenure, economy, philosophy, presentation and process. This paper offers another way of looking at an enduring problem.
Prologue
In August 2016, yet another skirmish in Australia's long 'forest wars' started at Yabberup, a strung-out village in the forest and agricultural region of south-west Australia. Yabberup's 400 people have a hall, a tennis court and a community association, but no shop or school; work is hard to find and few people in their 20s and 30s stay there. It is surrounded by a forest rich in species whose spring wildflowers attract visitors from across the world. Its prized jarrah timber has been cut for decades; some still is, but not in the Wellington National Park that covers half the forest. A local group called Promote Preston started the skirmish when they launched their 'Imagine Greater Wellington National Park' campaign to double the for example, can govern their forests, apparently more or less stably and amicably, why is it such an intractable and unsettled issue in Australia? Some other countries have intractable problems, but my focus is on Australian questions. Is it inherent in the Australian national character? Or Australian forests? Or how they have been used? Or how values have changed? In this paper, I canvas some of the historical factors at work. My discussion is necessarily speculative and partly subjective because, although I draw on the forest history literature, I also draw on personal experience and observation. I make no claim to be definitive or comprehensive; rather, I offer another way of looking at an enduring problem.
A few points on the history of Australia's forests before the forest wars began need to be mentioned for those unfamiliar with its literature. 8 'They hated trees' was how Keith Hancock captured the national character as the country was being settled, but there were always conflicting voices that objected to headlong deforestation and waste of timber. 9 As in other parts of the imperial world, botanists, scientists and foresters, and a few bureaucrats, sawmillers and politicians, advanced the idea of 'forest conservancy' and gained substantial newspaper coverage. 10 Their idea took formal shape with the Australian Forest League, founded in 1912 to advance the 'cause of forestry'.
11 Their interest was in the tall forests with their resources of timber. The colonial and (from 1901) state governments responsible for forests responded reluctantly with regulation and legislation and, from 1871, by reserving state forests and establishing distinct forest administrations to manage them. But progress was slow against political opposition from pastoralists and farmers, and bureaucratic resistance from lands departments.
12 By the 1940s, each state had a small forest service and there were two government schools to train foresters. 13 After the Second World War, forestry was swept along with the country's post-war development: roads were driven to 'open up' remote forests and supply more wood to sawmills and the new paper mills; more plantations were established; staff was increased; fire protection, training, planning and research were expanded; and limited consultation was started between the Commonwealth (i.e. federal government) and the states and territories (hereafter, 'states') constitutionally responsible for forests.
14 By the end of the 1960s, and largely unnoticed by the public eye, the scientific and practical problems were being addressed energetically, and Australian forestry had a bright and optimistic air about it.
The conflicts
To the foresters' great surprise, conflicts broke out quite suddenly in the 1970s in every forest region and in every government; some have lasted for 40 years, more may start. They are commonly placed in a chronology of worldwide and national changes marked by events such as the publication of Rachel Carson's Silent Spring (1962), the UN Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm (1972) , the start of the Australian Heritage Commission (1975), the High Court case that prevented the Franklin River being dammed (1983) or the Brundtland Our Common Future report advocating sustainable development (1987) . Within this general chronology, the Australian forest conflicts were triggered by rapid, large-scale developments, first to plant more pine trees, then by exporting wood as chips to Japan, and also by smaller operations to log rainforests and remote areas. Media labelled them under 'pines', 'woodchips', 'rainforests' and 'wilderness' headlines, but they were varied and overlapping.
The conflicts began in 1966 when the Commonwealth started to fund the states to plant more pines. To do so, the states doubled the rate at which they cleared some of their native forests. Plantations could produce more timber, but opponents argued that the native forests provided habitat for wildlife that should not be destroyed; moreover, so much of Australia's forests had already been cleared for agriculture that 12 For example, the official Interstate Forestry Conference set an aim of having 24.5 million acres (9.9 million hectares) of land reserved as state forests that was not achieved until 1967. 15 Such opposition spread through meetings, pamphlets, newspapers and so forth, and caught public attention with dramatic photos and headlines of 'biological deserts'. Other arguments about soil erosion and deterioration under the pines were tacked on and entered the national political agenda in 1972 during an inquiry into wildlife. 16 It took about 15 years, but by the mid-1980s the state governments had stopped clearing large areas of forests for plantations. Conflict took a social turn when the plantations replaced farms, but this gained less political traction.
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The states also started to 'clear-fell' (cutting all the trees in blocks or 'coupes') some of their coastal forests to supply wood to mills that exported it as woodchips. 18 The first mill, built near Eden in the south-east of New South Wales started to export in 1971, and was quickly followed by three in Tasmania and one in Western Australia in 1976. The speed and size of their five-fold expansion was extraordinary and the visual impacts dramatic. Opposition to clear-felling was based on similar grounds to that against clearing for plantations. A belligerent tone was set in 1973 by Richard and Val Routley in The Fight for the Forests when they stereotyped the foresters as being devious, hypocritical and secretive, and when they declared that the states' forest services had been 'captured' by the companies.
19 Individually, the foresters had long had various workday associations in the forest regions, and following the Depression of the 1930s they formed the loose Australian Timber Industry Stabilisation Conference with the sawmillers to see if better communication could achieve mutual benefits. 20 With the rising environmental critiques, the thoroughly miffed government foresters drew closer to the industry they had to regulate. Much of this was personal and local, but in 1974 they formed joint technical committees that reported to a national Forestry and Wood-based Industries Development (FORWOOD) Conference to advance their mutual interests.
Outside the state forests, extensive areas were being cleared, primarily for agriculture. The conflict over a large development scheme proposed for the woodland and heathland 'scrub' of the Little Desert area of western Victoria was a precursor of the forest wars. 21 Individuals, scientists and conservation groups united in a 1969 campaign to conserve its flora and fauna in a national park. It was largely successful, leading to a reassessment of all the state's public lands, and demonstrated the political power of an organised movement. The environment movement grew rapidly in the 1970s as national, state, regional and local non-governmental groups were established. They took up the forest critique; rallies and protests abounded; the media showed ugly scenes that made 'woodchips' a byword for environmental devastation from which the forests had to be saved-else, where would the koalas live? State governments could not ignore it, but although they controlled the forests, the Commonwealth controlled exports and was drawn willy-nilly into the furore in a dozen federal and state inquiries. 22 There were two main outcomes. The forestry departments and companies improved their practices by keeping clear of streams or steep slopes, leaving occasional trees for habitat, and taking other measures. But this was a weary process of persuading loggers to mend their ways, and it was not until 1985 that Tasmania set up its Forest Practices Authority to administer a code of practice. Other states followed with similar arrangements. 23 The other outcome, often when an election was in the offing, was for state governments to turn some of their state forests into national parks. None of this satisfied the peak national body, the Australian Conservation Foundation, which in 1983 declared that 'wood production should be transferred out of native forests … to plantations established outside the current forest estate'. 24 To the foresters, it implicitly denigrated everything they had been trying to do for a century. To the hardwood sawmillers, the pulp and paper companies, and the woodchip mills, it was a declaration of war. To their workers and loggers, it threatened their livelihoods.
Meanwhile, bulldozers were steadily pushing logging roads, place-by-place, ever further into remote mountainous and tropical regions as they had done for decades. What became the 'rainforest wars' was triggered in 1979 by a small community that had settled in the secluded valley of Terania Creek in northern New South Wales, surrounded by luxuriant forest. 25 The forestry department's logging plans would disrupt its peace and beauty, but when years of correspondence and representation failed, the community blocked the access road. The government called in the police, the protest gained media attention and environmental supporters flocked in from near and far. The initial skirmish blossomed into a full-scale conflict that spread to other areas. An inquiry reported that Terania Creek could be logged, but it did not assuage the objections. Finally, in 1982, the state government transferred six large areas of the most controversial rainforests into national parks, never to be logged, and in 1986 they were internationally registered as a World Heritage Area, thus giving the Commonwealth Government some oversight of their management.
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'Rainforests' became part of the environmental lexicon and opposition to their exploitation spread from the biologically profuse rainforests of tropical north Queensland to the chilly, 'cold temperate' rainforests of Tasmania. National surveys reported their limited area, their abundance of endemic species and put scientific substance behind the claims for their preservation free from human use. At the extreme, this freedom was captured in the public imagination by the slippery notion of 'wilderness' that was advanced politically by the Tasmanian Wilderness Society (now the Wilderness Society), formed in 1976, and by earlier groups. 27 It took hold, definitions were devised and wilderness was mapped comfortably in government offices from satellite images.
The plight of Australia's wildlife was highlighted in 1966 when The Great Extermination was published, and was seen in international perspective in 1986 when the International Union for Conservation of Nature's Red List of Threatened Animals was first released. 28 The forests are home to endemic bats, birds, gliders and possums, one of which-Leadbeater's possum-epitomised the problems. This tiny, shy animal, weighing 150 g or so lives high in Victoria's tallest forests, which are also prized for their timber and prone to ravaging bushfires. For half a century it had been thought to be extinct, but in 1961 it was rediscovered and its small population and ecology was revealed by years of research.
29 Some reserves were made for it, but outside these its habitat was being reduced by logging, until 2009 when a severe bushfire destroyed nearly half of the habitat, leaving only an estimated 1,200 of these now critically endangered animals. 30 Although forestry plans were revised in 2014, opponents called for the entire habitat to be reserved within a far larger 'Greater Alpine National Park'. In the lead-up to a state election, it met a mix of valid and vituperative criticism from foresters and industries.
Clearly, Australia's forest wars are not over, nor are attempts to resolve them. Every state has tried inquiries, policies, suppression, amelioration, legislation, administrative reform and transfer to national parks. So did the Commonwealth, but its attempts also failed; spectacularly so in 1995 when 200 log trucks blockaded the national parliament. It was ludicrous that the cabinet of federal ministers even considered, and then could not settle, which coupes (small logging areas) in Tasmania should be set aside in reserves. Better governance was needed. Eventually, the Commonwealth and the states made a thorough assessment of all the values of the major Australian forests as a basis for 20-year, intergovernmental regional agreements. 31 In spite of marshalling the information available, commissioning surveys, extensive public consultation and lengthy negotiations over the agreements, the promise of this grand attempt was only partially realised: conflicts continue.
32 Why?
I argue that multiple factors must be considered. An example from Victoria shows the complexity of the issues. In 1970, in response to the Little Desert conflict mentioned earlier, the state radically changed its governance of how public land was allocated between state forests, national parks and other uses. 33 More land was put in national parks, but this did not address how the remaining state forests were to be managed and conflicts continued. In the new spirit of 'sustainable development', it launched a policy in 1986 that the economic viability of the timber industry and all the environmental and other values of the forests were to be secured for future generations through a process of detailed regional planning and extensive consultation. Conflicting demands were to be 'balanced' rationally and acceptably, or so it envisaged. The new policy was first applied in the Otway region. Three general points about the experience there can be noted. 34 The first is the multiplicity of the uses and values involved: 69 in the Otways, each requiring between one and 18 actions to be specified in the plan. Although there was well-established information about the wood resources, new surveys were needed about the flora, fauna, indigenous interests, cultural heritage and so forth. Second is the severe limit on the number of uses and values that can be balanced, or traded off, in any quantified or economic sense: wood resources, industrial employment and some of the water resources. Third is the existence of several political levels. Although the Otways plan was accepted in 1992 by the different regional interests, it was not accepted by the state-level combatants. Conflict continued. In 2005, after a state election, large areas of state forest were transferred to create the Greater Otway National Park, and the regional forest agreement that had been laboriously negotiated with the Commonwealth was not ratified. Then, in 2008, clear-felling in the few remaining areas of state forest was banned.
Ten factors
I argue that 10 historically contingent factors underpin the origin, persistence and intractability of the forest wars, and no doubt others could be added. Although they are discussed individually here, none acted alone and their importance lies in their interaction, as discussed at the end of this paper. I have not included Indigenous interests within my 10 factors. Although they were recognised in government processes, they appear to have had only local effects in the forest wars considered in this paper (a totally different situation applies in woodlands and in Northern Australia). 
Forestry
At the end of the 1960s, there was a rawness as well as an excitement about forestry in a country that was in many ways still being settled. 35 The foresters rightly felt that they were starting to make good progress, but they were still building the transport infrastructure and they were still finding out how to manage 400 or so different types of forest spread across the continent. Some of the most basic knowledge was still poorly developed. For example, how much forest was there? Every state knew the legal area of its state forests, but their definitions of 'forest' differed, and neither their forests nor the lands departments knew much about the forest on private or leasehold land, and very little about the vast, scantily covered range lands or 'woodlands'. 36 The wood resources in natural forests are difficult to measure, but the basic tables to show the volume of wood in trees of different sizes had not been prepared for many of the important timber species, and little was known about the growth rate of most types of forest. Overall, the foresters could not yet plan to sustain the wood yields of the forests-their basic rationale-with any great confidence.
The foresters tried to find systems to manage the highly diverse tropical rainforests of Queensland. Probably nowhere in the world have foresters succeeded in doing so in a way that ensures that yields could be sustained in the long-term. Paradoxically, Queensland's well-established research programs might have yielded insights for the tropical forests of developing countries, but the research stopped when most of the Queensland rainforests were transferred to conservation reserves. However, attempts have been made recently to relocate and remeasure former experimental plots in order to monitor change. 
Ecology
The ecology of any forest requires deep study, but the foresters' knowledge was limited and partial, so they were at a loss at first when faced with the critiques over erosion, wildlife habitat and endangered species. They had focused on the trees and their wood resources, and their research was only starting to delve into the ecology of some of the high-value forests to see how new crops could be grown after logging.
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Of course they had some knowledge of soil and many other aspects, particularly botany, but it was not comprehensive. In this, the foresters were not unusual, as ecology was only just becoming closely studied in Australia This was critical to the forest wars. Australia's rich arboreal fauna has an appeal to the popular imagination that extends beyond its scientific value. Many species rely on tree hollows for their homes, yet these only develop in very old trees, which are best removed for timber production. But they must be kept if the forests are to be managed for the wildlife as well as timber. How many? For how long? Can new hollows be 'grown' so that they will be ready when today's trees are long gone? These are difficult questions. For example, Leadbeater's possums make their homes in dry heads in trees 150 to perhaps 500 years old with an understorey of wattle (acacia). Although there has been more extensive research on this species than any other, how the forests they live in should be managed is highly contested, as mentioned earlier.
Less research has been conducted on the many other Australian forest ecosystems.
Time
Time underlies the forest wars as much in forestry and ecology as it did in terms of social and political change. It caught the foresters in several ways. They had been the technical experts, the champions of forest conservation and, some felt, the proper authority on forest policy. 39 This was no longer automatically accepted in the 1970s as the public, and the environmental organisations increasingly, wanted to participate in major decisions. 40 It left the foresters' claim to authority exposed to the limitations of their knowledge about the forests and their ecology. Their more difficult problem was to demonstrate how their principle of sustained yield had been applied successfully in practice. They had good examples in plantations, but when it takes 100 years or more in the natural forests, they simply had not been going long enough. They could show what they were doing, not what they had done.
Their most intractable problem concerned the oldest, largest trees. Remarkable individual trees were often kept and admired, but the 'old-growth' forests carried resources to keep the sawmills going until new crops would be ready. Yet these were the forests of high ecological value that also carried cultural and scenic values, making the concept and perceptions of forest age scientifically and socially complex. 41 They became the focus of conflicts that, by the 1990s, resulted in large areas being kept in conservation reserves. Time for forestry and ecology is measured in decades and centuries, but in politics it is measured, election by election, in three-year cycles with sharp eyes watching the often fine balances between the major parties. The differences in timescales affected the processes in which conflicts were handled by governments, as discussed later.
Landscape and the rural divide
The physical geography and history of the forest landscapes influenced the forest wars. Many forests are on steep, remote country that the agriculturalists had not wanted or reached; some had been logged for more than a century; while others were still unused and would be prized for their naturalness, even as wilderness. A few close to capital cities were well known, but most were known well only by the foresters and the people who worked in them or lived nearby. Groups of bushwalkers (hikers) had ventured into some from the 1930s, but from the 1960s more people had cars and holidays, public roads were getting better and the adventurous could try the expanding network of forest roads. As recreation became more important, forestry departments provided more picnic and scenic sites, but they could not hide the inherent ugliness of fresh logging sites. Foresters are, I think, largely blind to it. In their mind's eye, they see the handsome trees that will be maturing decades hence and are amply satisfied if they can see enough wee seedlings coming up to ensure it. However, for most people, the visual impact of clear-felling forests for woodchip exports was dramatic, especially in the early years for the mill near Eden and on the east coast of Tasmania. Familiar landscapes suddenly disappeared, while log trucks became too familiar on the roads. Whether this had any measurable impact on recreation and tourism is unknown, but it certainly provided ugly views for the media to display. 42 Two-thirds of the Australian population now live in major cities and the days when many people could trace some family link to 'the bush' are gone. 43 The rural population has declined from 15 to 10 per cent since the forest wars started, but the trends for people working in the forest and timber industries were drastic. Investment in mechanisation and automation reduced employment, as in other rural industries, but the concentration of ownership and production in the native forest sawmills, combined with the shift to cutting most of the wood from plantations, meant that most of the remaining employment was in regional, not small, centres. 44 It is not clear how much the shift away from the native forests was due to the transfer of some forests to national parks, or to the inevitable result of having logged too much for too long, or due to economic preference for plantation wood. There were fewer places in which the forest industry was of local importance, which probably diminished its political importance.
Class
The combatants in the forest wars came from different socioeconomic classes across the deepening rural divide. On the natural forest side, the loggers and mill workers were pressed by the changes to the economy, structure and location of the industry, as well as by the environmental claims to the natural forests and their wood resources. They were virtually powerless to alter the former, but fiercely opposed the latter. Logging was conducted by contractors, many of whom were owner-operators; the fallers (tree fellers) were usually piece-workers; many of the log-truck drivers were owner-operators, while other drivers and loader operators could be on either wages or piece-work; union membership was low. Mill workers were employed by companies in the usual way and were generally unionised. Such differences did not prevent the loggers forming the Forest Protection Society in 1987 as an alliance that campaigned against the transfer of wood resources to national parks. 45 It presented a strongly local, small-business and independent image. On the industry side, the sawmillers had state associations to lobby for resources, counter the unions and lobby against the dominance of the large pulp and paper, and woodchip companies. Pressed by the environmental claims, they formed the National Association of Forest Industries in 1987. Apart from funding the Forest Protection Society, it adopted media and lobbying strategies, and attempted to denigrate or suppress alternative views. Interests differed between the defensive natural forest-based companies and the thriving plantation-based companies, which at times altered their alliance. The overall effect on the logging and industry sides was to divert attention away from the consequences of structural change and the over-commitment of forest resources. On the environmental movement side, the structure of national, regional, local and special topic non-governmental organisations, the 'alternative lifestyle' groups like that at Terania Creek, and political parties like the Greens and factions within others, generally sought to save the forests. Within this, their aims and strategies could vary significantly between groups, causing alliances to form and dissolve at times, while some acted independently. The movement's diverse members were largely urbanbased, had a good secondary or tertiary education and drew their livelihoods from office or professional occupations. In this they were akin to company officials, the bureaucracy and the foresters, but not to the loggers or workers in the mills. 
Tenure
The tenure of forests varies considerably from country to country. The stark feature of Australia's is the complete denial of Indigenous rights at British settlement in 1788. Although some land rights have been restored, they have not applied to significant areas of the forest wars considered in this paper. Two-thirds of Australia's (tall, closed-canopy) forests are on state land managed by state agencies, which makes them more readily open to political action. Who controls them for what purpose is as much at question now as it was in the nineteenth century. The political conflicts over control played out in the state-and now also Commonwealth-parliaments for all to see are mirrored by less visible clashes between departments, in the very machinery of governance. But they also lurk in a contradiction deep within forestry. From the beginning, it had the conflicting tasks of regulating while also facilitating industrial wood supplies. The contradiction arose because most of the forest should be allowed to grow quietly to sustain its yields for the future, but it had to meet the industrialists' demands in an expanding economy. The foresters had a long history of trying to contain conflicts by asserting their principle of sustained yield, making long-term plans and issuing regulations, as well as by their administrative practices of allocating set quantities from particular areas, usually for three-to seven-year periods; but they were perpetually hassled by sawmillers, industry associations, local politicians and sometimes their own ministers to allow more wood to be cut than was prudent. Most of these conflicts were played out to variable results in rooms far from the public eye. Now the question is state forest or national park? The usual means for taking actionargument, lobbying, media prominence and electioneering-are more intense now, while direct protests in the forests, policing and the occasional machinery sabotage or personal violence are new. But, in the end, the conflicts are still played out away from the public eye. For example, the extensive regional assessments and public consultations ended up in closed negotiations between Commonwealth and state governments for agreements that did not always succeed or last, as was the case for Victoria's Otway region, mentioned earlier.
Economy
Concurrent with the rise of interest in the environmental values of the natural forests, their relative economic value fell. Manufacturing as a whole slumped from 20 per cent of the national economy in the 1970s to 8 per cent by 2010; the forest industries only amounted to 6 per cent of that, while those drawing their resources directly from natural forests (rather than plantations) amounted to less than half of even that. 47 Moreover, the economic rationale of state forestry was increasingly questioned by the environmental movement on one side, and by the surge of neo-liberal ideas, and the associated ideas of public administration, on the other. Evaluating the merits of the economic questions is outside the scope of this paper. None gave much credence to the historical rationale for state forestry, and each imposed a business model that depicted the state forest services as running at a loss. The services were then variously merged with other agencies; divided into separate bodies for production and regulation; corporatised; or privatised, in the case of most of the state-owned plantations. Employment for the dispirited foresters fell, while university courses and forestry research bodies declined or closed. Overall, the economic questioning, repeated administrative reorganisation and declining relative economic importance of the forest industries reduced the political clout of Australian forestry.
Philosophy
The combatants carried different philosophies to the forest wars. They understood the world differently from one another, and often lacked a common understanding on which a satisfying resolution could rest. Here, I want to contrast the positions of loggers, foresters and environmentalists, from which there were many alternatives and variations. I ignore any claims that company apologists may offer to any philosophy beyond self-interest.
The loggers understood the forest intimately: they knew its scents and sounds and seasons; they knew it through their labour; and its geography was their past work. Theirs was a practical, experiential knowledge. 48 The foresters understood the forest scientifically, and could know it well, if not moved too frequently. Their knowledge was constructed to serve their management purpose, for, like the loggers, they carried a utilitarian philosophy, hedged with exceptions for this and that. Their philosophy was to sustain use.
The environmentalists were equipped with the distinct new field of environmental philosophy whose origin has been credited to Richard Routley, co-author of the 1973 book Fight for the Forests, mentioned earlier. 49 The field developed and diversified around the world with journals, books and university courses. Many environmentalists readily applied the ideas of deep ecology to their concern for the forests, and particularly to the vulnerable species that should have a right to exist beyond human needs. Such rights were in no way tradable, which put them beyond the reach of normal ways of resolving conflicts.
Presentation
The combatants clad their sides very differently when they spun their tales to the media in the forest wars. Each had scientific, economic and social information to support their cases with rational argument when needed, but for public persuasion they needed more. In this, the environmental side had the great media advantage of visual appeal. Who could resist a tiny possum's face appearing out of a tree hollow? Or the beauty of a mossy rock? Or the sadness of a huge stump? Such images were pervasive from press to postcards-that they could be specious was beside the point; they were persuasive.
On the forest side, the loggers could demonstrate their prowess in felling trees and hauling great logs, but this did not yield images as pervasive or potent in the public imagination. Nobody bought calendars of loggers. The forest industry had the financial advantage in being able to have offices and professional lobbyists at a level the environmental movement could never match. It presented itself as the defender of employment, in ways that were as specious as the appealing pictures and that were also persuasive.
As most foresters were public servants, they could not present themselves individually in the media. However, their association presented forestry as the historic saviour of forest against clearing. It generally took a pro-industry stance and opposed the extension of national parks-as in the cases of the Wellington, Otways and Alpine regions mentioned earlier.
Process
Much has been written about the policies and processes with which governments have attempted to resolve the intractable forest conflicts of the last 40 years.
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The most obvious point is that governments applied substantial and increasing amounts of time and resources: the inquiries of the 1970s became more elaborate; the states reallocated their public land; the Commonwealth became increasingly involved in the 1980s, leading to the regional agreement process from the late 1990s. Once the critiques of forestry had started, the many uses and values of forests had to be accommodated across different administrative structures-mainly between productive and environmental agencies. Moreover, forests are also part of larger processes considered across agencies, particularly the mitigation of climate change. International agreements and obligations added to the complexity of inter-agency processes. Clearly, it is not for want of trying that some conflicts persist, start and restart.
All these policies, processes and administrative structures were set within Australia's electoral processes and federal structure, and are as much products of their idiosyncrasies as they are of thoughtful design. For those unfamiliar with the Australian system: the Commonwealth and the states (except Queensland and the two territories) have bicameral houses with single-member electorates in the lower houses (except Tasmania) and multi-member electorates in the upper houses; voting is compulsory and preferential. Although governments are formed from either of the major political parties (Labor or Liberal-National), minor political parties such as the Greens can have significant power, or occasionally join a government in coalition.
51 Nationally, the Green party in the Senate was a strong advocate of greater environmental protection, but the major effects of preferential voting on the forest wars occurred during state elections. To oversimplify the complexity of the voting patterns, it seems that the environmental movement gained considerable leverage through the way voters were expected to allocate their preferences. The major parties were often closely balanced in many, mostly urban, electorates, where promises to create more national parks were appealing. Promises to support the forest industry appealed largely in the fewer rural electorates, less likely to be affected by environmental preferences. Promises to create more parks were made by both major parties, but more often by the Labor Party, while promises to revoke parks were sometimes made by the Liberal-National Coalition. To these idiosyncrasies can be added factional and ideological disputes within the political parties and each of the combatant groups, all of which only made the resolution of conflicts more uncertain.
Some conflicts were resolved between the exhausted combatants themselves. For example, the regional agreement process dragged on in south-east Queensland until it was easier to collaborate. The industry knew it could not keep going as it was in the native forests anyway, and in 1999 agreed to shift to plantations. 52 The most fraught and long-lasting conflicts of Australia's forest wars occurred in Tasmania, where decades of apparent resolutions, supported by lavish Commonwealth funding, had always failed, and most people were sick of hearing about them. Then circumstances changed because the demand for woodchips dropped and the major forest company, Gunns Limited, went into liquidation in 2013, its dream of building a large export pulp mill ended. It created the moment for a peace treaty between the environmental movement and the diminished forest industry and unions in 2012 that was endorsed by the state and Commonwealth governments the next year. 53 It provided funds for restructuring the industry and added about 400,000 hectares as conservation reserves, part of which the Commonwealth added to the World Heritage Area. 54 There was a bright and optimistic air about. If a resolution could be found in Tasmania, it could be found anywhere.
'tear up' the peace deal and once in government had rebadged the conservation reserves as 'Future Potential Production Forest Land'. 57 Its strike was surpassed by the Liberal-National Commonwealth Government that tried, unsuccessfully, to have the areas that had just been added to the Wilderness World Heritage Area removed. 58 Barnett's proposal was a deliberate provocation to resume a forest war ahead of a 2018 election. While the Labor opposition and the Greens predictably railed against it, the other responses were surprising. 59 The old industry combatants, having come to the agreement, seemed to want no part in another war. 60 Whether the political provocation will restart one there remains to be seen. 
